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safety	precautionsWARNING:	-	is	used	in	connection	with	a	procedure	or	situationthat	may	result	in	serious	injury	or	death.CAUTION:	-	is	used	in	connection	with	a	procedure	or	situationthat	will	result	in	damage	to	the	product.NOTE:	-	is	used	to	emphasize	important	information.TIP:	-	is	used	for	extra	tips	on	how	to	utilize	the	features	andfunctions
of	the	device.Safety	precautionsWARNING:	ALLERGIC	REACTIONS	OR	SKIN	IRRITATIONS	MAYOCCUR	WHEN	PRODUCT	IS	IN	CONTACT	WITH	SKIN,	EVEN	THOUGHOUR	PRODUCTS	COMPLY	WITH	INDUSTRY	STANDARDS.	IN	SUCHEVENT,	STOP	USE	IMMEDIATELY	AND	CONSULT	A	DOCTOR.WARNING:	ALWAYS	CONSULT	YOUR	DOCTOR
BEFOREBEGINNING	AN	EXERCISE	PROGRAM.	OVEREXERTION	MAY	CAUSESERIOUS	INJURY.6Page	7WARNING:	ONLY	FOR	RECREATIONAL	USE.WARNING:	DO	NOT	ENTIRELY	RELY	ON	THE	GPS	OR	BATTERYLIFETIME,	ALWAYS	USE	MAPS	AND	OTHER	BACKUP	MATERIAL	TOENSURE	YOUR	SAFETY.CAUTION:	DO	NOT	APPLY	SOLVENT
OF	ANY	KIND	TO	THEPRODUCT,	AS	IT	MAY	DAMAGE	THE	SURFACE.CAUTION:	DO	NOT	APPLY	INSECT	REPELLENT	ON	THE	PRODUCT,AS	IT	MAY	DAMAGE	THE	SURFACE.CAUTION:	DO	NOT	THROW	THE	PRODUCT	AWAY,	BUT	TREAT	ITAS	ELECTRONIC	WASTE	TO	PRESERVE	THE	ENVIRONMENT.CAUTION:	DO	NOT	KNOCK	OR	DROP
THE	DEVICE,	AS	IT	MAY	BEDAMAGED.7Page	82	GETTING	STARTED2.1	Buttons	and	menusSuunto	Ambit3	Peak	has	five	buttons	which	allow	you	to	access	allthe	features.STARTSTOPBACKLAP20.916:30NEXT2secTuesday2secVIEWLIGHTLOCK2sec[Start	Stop]:press	to	access	the	start	menupress	to	start,	pause	or	resume	an	exercise	or	timerpress
to	increase	a	value	or	move	up	in	the	menukeep	pressed	to	stop	and	save	an	exercise[Next]:•	press	to	change	displays•	press	to	accept	a	setting•	keep	pressed	to	access/exit	the	options	menu•	keep	pressed	to	access/exit	the	options	menu	in	sport	modes[Light	Lock]:•	press	to	activate	the	backlight•	press	to	decrease	a	value	or	move	down	in	the
menu•	keep	pressed	to	lock/unlock	the	buttons••••8Page	9[View]:press	to	change	bottom	row	viewkeep	pressed	to	toggle	the	display	between	light	and	darkkeep	pressed	to	access	shortcut	(see	3.28	Shortcuts)[Back	Lap]:•	press	return	to	the	previous	menu•	press	to	add	a	lap	during	exercise•••TIP:	When	changing	values,	you	can	increase	the
speed	bykeeping	[Start	Stop]	or	[Light	Lock]	pressed	until	the	values	start	toscroll	faster.2.2	Set	upYour	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	wakes	up	automatically	when	you	attachit	to	your	computer	or	a	USB	charger	using	the	supplied	USB	cable.To	start	using	your	sports	watch:1.	Connect	your	sports	watch	to	a	power	source	with	the	suppliedUSB	cable.2.
Disconnect	the	USB	cable	if	you	are	using	a	computer	(to	unlockbuttons).3.	Press	[Start	Stop]	or	[Light	Lock]	to	scroll	to	the	desired	languageand	press	[Next]	to	select.4.	Pair	with	Suunto	Movescount	App	(see	3.20	Movescount	mobileapp)	by	pressing	[Start	Stop]	or	skip	by	pressing	[Next].9Page	105.	Follow	the	startup	wizard	to	complete	initial
settings.	Set	valueswith	[Start	Stop]	or	[Light	Lock]	and	press	[Next]	to	accept	andgo	to	the	next	step.6.	Reconnect	USB	cable	and	charge	until	battery	indicator	is	100%.10Page	111.SUUNTO2.3.LanguageEnglishYesPair	MobileApp?No5.4.Step	1/4Units20.9.16:30100%11Page	12Fully	charging	an	empty	battery	takes	about	2-3	hours.	Buttons
arelocked	while	the	USB	cable	is	attached	and	connected	to	acomputer.You	can	exit	the	startup	wizard	at	any	time	by	keeping	[Next]pressed.The	startup	wizard	takes	you	through	the	following	settings:•	Units•	Time•	Date•	Personal	settings	(gender,	age,	weight)2.3	Adjusting	settingsYou	can	change	the	settings	of	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	directly
inthe	watch,	through	Movescount,	or	on	the	go	with	SuuntoMovescount	App	(see	3.20	Movescount	mobile	app).To	change	the	settings	in	the	watch:1.	Keep	[Next]	pressed	to	enter	the	options	menu.2.	Scroll	the	menu	with	[Start	Stop]	and	[Light	Lock].3.	Press	[Next]	to	enter	a	setting.4.	Press	[Start	Stop]	and	[Light	Lock]	to	adjust	the	setting	values.5.
Press	[Back	Lap]	to	return	to	the	previous	menu	or	keep	[Next]pressed	to	exit.12Page	131.2-5.20.916:302sTuesday13Page	143	FEATURES3.1	Activity	monitoringIn	addition	to	the	recovery	time	shown	in	your	exercise	log,	SuuntoAmbit3	Peak	monitors	you	overall	activity,	both	exercise	and	dailyactivity.	Activity	monitoring	gives	you	a	complete	picture
of	youractivity,	the	calories	you	are	burning,	and	your	recovery	time.Activity	monitoring	is	available	as	a	default	display	in	TIME.	You	canview	the	display	by	pressing	[Next]	(last	display).You	can	show/hide	the	activity	monitoring	display	from	the	startmenu	under	DISPLAYS	»	Activity.	Toggle	with	[Next].The	activity	monitoring	display	has	three	views
which	you	canchange	by	pressing	[View].Activity	today1962	kcal••14Week	activityavg	1936	kcalRecovery	time25hActivity	today:	calorie	consumption	today;	the	dotted	line	onthe	bar	graph	indicates	average	daily	calorie	consumption	forthe	past	seven	days,	not	including	todayWeek	activity:	daily	calorie	consumption	over	the	last	seven	dayswith	today
furthest	to	the	right;	the	dotted	line	on	the	barPage	15•graph	and	lower	row	indicate	average	daily	calorie	consumptionfor	the	past	seven	days,	not	including	todayRecovery	time:	recovery	time	for	the	next	24	hours	based	onrecorded	exercises	and	daily	activity3.2	Alti-BaroWith	ALTI-BARO	you	can	view	the	current	altitude	or	barometricpressure.
Press	[Next]	in	TIME	mode	to	view	the	ALTI	&	BAROdisplay.You	can	show/hide	the	ALTI-BARO	display	under	the	start	menuDISPLAYS	»	Alti-Baro.	Toggle	with	[Next].You	can	access	different	views	depending	on	which	profile	isactivated	by	pressing	[View].Three	profiles	are	available:	Automatic,	Barometer	and	Altimeter.For	information	on	setting
profiles,	see	3.2.2	Matching	profile	toactivity.Sunrise	and	sunset	time	views	are	available	when	GPS	has	beenactivated.	If	GPS	is	not	active,	sunrise	and	sunset	times	are	based	onthe	last	recorded	GPS	data.3.2.1	Getting	correct	readingsSuunto	Ambit3	Peak	constantly	measures	absolute	air	pressureusing	the	built-in	pressure	sensor.	Based	on	this
measurement	andreference	values,	it	calculates	altitude	or	sea	level	air	pressure.15Page	16CAUTION:	Keep	the	area	around	the	sensor	free	of	dirt	andsand.	Never	insert	any	objects	into	the	sensor	openings.If	your	outdoor	activity	requires	accurate	sea	level	air	pressure	oraltitude,	you	need	to	calibrate	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	byentering	either
your	current	altitude	or	the	current	sea	level	airpressure.TIP:	Absolute	air	pressure	and	known	altitude	reference	=	sealevel	air	pressure.	Absolute	air	pressure	and	known	sea	level	airpressure	=	altitude.The	altitude	of	your	location	can	be	found	from	most	topographicmaps	or	Google	Earth.	A	sea	level	air	pressure	reference	for	yourlocation	can	be
found	using	the	websites	of	national	weatherservices.If	Suunto	FusedAltiTM	is	activated,	the	altitude	reading	will	becorrected	automatically	using	FusedAlti	together	with	altitude	andsea	level	pressure	calibration.	For	more	information,	see3.13	FusedAlti.16Page	17Changes	in	local	weather	conditions	will	affect	altitude	readings.	Iflocal	weather
changes	often,	it	is	advisable	to	reset	the	currentaltitude	reference	value	frequently,	preferably	before	starting	yourjourney	when	the	reference	values	are	available.	As	long	as	thelocal	weather	stays	stable,	you	do	not	need	to	set	reference	values.To	set	the	sea	level	pressure	and	altitude	reference	values:1.	Keep	[Next]	pressed	to	enter	the	options
menu.2.	Scroll	to	ALTI-BARO	with	[Light	Lock]	and	enter	with	[Next].3.	Scroll	to	Reference	with	[Light	Lock]	and	enter	with	[Next].4.	The	following	setting	options	are	available:•	FusedAlti:	GPS	is	switched	on	and	the	watch	starts	calculatingaltitude	based	on	FusedAlti.•	Manual	altitude:	Set	your	altitude	manually.•	Sea	level	pressure:	Set	the	sea
level	pressure	reference	valuemanually.5.	Set	the	reference	value	using	[Start	Stop]	and	[Light	Lock].Accept	the	setting	with	[Next].17Page	181.2.ALTI-BARO20.916:30Tuesday4.3.2s[...............][...............]ALTI-BARO[...............]Reference[...............]5.ALTI-BAROFusedAltiManual	alt...Sea	level...Altitude28	mTIP:	You	can	access	the	Reference	setting	by
keeping	[View]pressed	when	in	ALTI-BARO	display.You	can	also	set	your	altitude	during	your	exercise,	see3.10.9	Setting	altitude	during	exercise.3.2.2	Matching	profile	to	activityThe	Altimeter	profile	should	be	selected	when	your	outdoor	activityinvolves	changes	in	altitude	(e.g.	hiking	in	hilly	terrain).18Page	19The	Barometer	profile	should	be
selected	when	your	outdooractivity	does	not	involve	changes	in	altitude	(e.g.	soccer,	sailing,canoeing).To	get	correct	readings,	you	need	to	match	the	profile	to	youractivity.	You	can	either	let	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	decide	a	suitableprofile	for	the	activity,	or	choose	a	profile	yourself.NOTE:	You	can	define	the	profile	as	part	of	the	sport	modesettings	in
Movescount,	or	in	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak.To	set	the	ALTI	&	BARO	profile:1.	Keep	[Next]	pressed	to	enter	the	options	menu.2.	Scroll	to	ALTI-BARO	with	[Light	Lock]	and	enter	with	[Next].3.	Press	[Next]	to	select	Profile.4.	Scroll	the	profile	options	(Automatic,	Altimeter,	Barometer)	with[Start	Stop]	or	[Light	Lock].	Select	a	profile	with
[Next].1.2.ALTI-BARO20.916:30Tuesday3.2s[...............]ALTI-BARO[...............][...............]Profile[...............]Use	example:	Setting	the	altitude	reference	valueYou’re	on	the	second	day	of	your	two-day	hike.	You	realize	thatyou	forgot	to	switch	from	the	Barometer	profile	to	the	Altimeter19Page	20profile	when	you	started	moving	in	the	morning.You	know
that	thecurrent	altitude	readings	given	by	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	arewrong.	So,	you	hike	to	the	nearest	location	shown	on	yourtopographic	map	for	which	an	altitude	reference	value	is	provided.You	correct	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	altitude	reference	valueaccordingly	and	switch	from	Barometer	to	Altimeter	profile.	Youraltitude	readings	are
correct	again.Incorrect	readingsIf	your	Altimeter	profile	is	on	for	an	extended	period	of	time	withthe	device	in	a	fixed	location	while	the	local	weather	changes,	thedevice	will	give	incorrect	altitude	readings.If	your	Altimeter	profile	is	on	and	the	weather	changes	frequentlywhile	you	climb	in	altitude	or	go	down	in	altitude,	the	device	willgive	you
incorrect	readings.If	the	Barometer	profile	is	on	for	an	extended	period	of	time	as	youclimb	in	altitude	or	go	down	in	altitude,	the	device	assumes	thatyou	are	standing	still	and	interprets	your	changes	in	altitude	aschanges	in	sea	level	air	pressure.	It	will	therefore	give	you	incorrectsea	level	air	pressure	readings.3.2.3	Using	Altimeter	profileThe
Altimeter	profile	calculates	altitude	based	on	reference	values.The	reference	value	can	either	be	sea	level	air	pressure	value	oraltitude	reference	value.	When	the	Altimeter	profile	is	activated,the	altimeter	icon	is	shown	on	the	display.20Page	21When	the	Altimeter	profile	is	activated,	you	can	access	thefollowing	views:•	top	row:	your	current	altitude•
middle	row:	graph	displaying	altitude	changes	over	the	past	24hours	(15	min.	recording	interval)•	bottom	row:	change	with	[View]	to	show	time,	temperature,sunrise/sunset,	or	reference	sea	level	pressurealt	361m12˚CNOTE:	If	you	are	wearing	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	on	yourwrist,	you	will	need	to	take	it	off	in	order	to	get	an	accuratetemperature
reading	because	your	body	temperature	will	affect	theinitial	reading.3.2.4	Using	Barometer	profileThe	Barometer	profile	shows	the	current	sea	level	air	pressure.	Thisis	based	on	the	reference	values	added	in	the	settings	and	theconstantly	measured	absolute	air	pressure.Changes	in	the	sea	level	air	pressure	are	presented	graphically	inthe	middle
row	of	the	display.21Page	22When	the	Barometer	profile	is	activated,	the	barometer	icon	isshown	on	the	display.When	the	Barometer	profile	is	activated,	Suunto	Ambit3	Peakshows	you	the	following	barometric	information:•	top	row:	the	current	sea	level	air	pressure•	middle	row:	a	graph	displaying	sea	level	pressure	changes	overthe	past	24	hours
(15	min.	recording	interval)•	bottom	row:	change	with	[View]	to	show	time,	temperature,sunrise/sunset,	or	reference	altitude1020hPa12˚CAltitude	reference	is	the	latest	altitude	used	in	ALTI	&	BARO	mode.It	can	be:•	the	altitude	you	have	set	as	altitude	reference	in	the	Barometerprofile,	or•	the	latest	altitude	logged	in	the	Automatic	profile
beforechanging	to	the	Barometer	profile.22Page	23NOTE:	If	you	are	wearing	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	on	yourwrist,	you	will	need	to	take	it	off	in	order	to	get	an	accuratetemperature	reading	because	your	body	temperature	will	affect	theinitial	reading.3.2.5	Using	Automatic	profileThe	Automatic	profile	switches	between	the	Altimeter	andBarometer
profiles	according	to	your	movements.	When	theAutomatic	profile	is	active,	the	device	will	automatically	switchbetween	interpreting	changes	in	air	pressure	as	changes	in	altitudeor	changes	in	weather.alt	361m12˚C1020hPa12˚CIt	is	not	possible	to	measure	weather	and	altitude	changes	at	thesame	time,	as	both	cause	a	change	in	the	surrounding	air
pressure.Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	senses	vertical	movement	and	switches	tomeasuring	altitude,	when	needed.	When	altitude	is	shown,	it	isupdated	with	a	maximum	delay	of	10	seconds.If	you	are	at	a	constant	altitude	(less	than	5	meters	of	verticalmovement	within	12	minutes),	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	interprets	allpressure	changes	as	weather	changes.	The
measurement	interval	is23Page	2410	seconds.	The	altitude	reading	remains	steady	and	if	the	weatherchanges,	you	will	see	changes	in	the	sea	level	air	pressure	reading.If	you	are	moving	in	altitude	(more	than	5	meters	of	verticalmovement	within	3	minutes),	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	interprets	allpressure	changes	as	movements	in	altitude.Depending	on
which	profile	is	active,	you	can	access	the	Altimeteror	Barometer	profile	views	with	[View].NOTE:	When	you	are	using	the	Automatic	profile,	barometer	oraltimeter	icons	are	not	shown	on	the	display.3.3	AutopauseAutopause	pauses	the	recording	of	your	exercise	when	your	speedis	less	than	2	km/h	(1.2	mph).	When	your	speed	increases	to	morethan	3
km/h	(1.9	mph),	the	recording	continues	automatically.You	can	turn	Autopause	on/off	for	each	sport	mode	in	Movescountunder	the	advanced	settings	for	the	sport	mode.You	can	also	turn	Autopause	on/off	during	exercise	without	anyeffect	on	your	Movescount	settings.To	turn	Autopause	on/off	during	exercise:1.	While	you	are	in	a	sport	mode,	keep
[Next]	pressed	to	access	theoptions	menu.2.	Scroll	to	ACTIVATE	with	[Light	Lock]	and	select	with	[Next].3.	Scroll	to	Autopause	with	[Start	Stop]	and	select	with	[Next].4.	Toggle	on/off	with	[Start	Stop]	or	[Light	Lock].5.	Keep	[Next]	pressed	to	exit.24Page	253.4	AutoscrollSet	your	watch	to	automatically	scroll	through	your	sport	modedisplays	while
exercising	by	using	Autoscroll.In	Movescount,	you	can	turn	Autoscroll	on/off	for	each	sport	modeand	define	how	long	the	displays	are	shown.You	can	also	turn	Autoscroll	on/off	during	exercise	without	anyeffect	on	your	Movescount	settings.To	turn	Autoscroll	on/off	during	exercise:1.	While	you	are	in	a	sport	mode,	keep	[Next]	pressed	to	access
theoptions	menu.2.	Scroll	to	ACTIVATE	with	[Light	Lock]	and	select	with	[Next].3.	Scroll	to	Autoscroll	with	[Start	Stop]	and	select	with	[Next].4.	Toggle	on/off	with	[Start	Stop]	or	[Light	Lock].5.	Keep	[Next]	pressed	to	exit.3.5	BacklightPressing	[Light	Lock]	activates	the	backlight.By	default,	the	backlight	turns	on	for	a	few	seconds	and	turns
offautomatically.	This	is	the	Normal	mode.25Page	26There	are	three	different	backlight	modes:Mode:•	Normal:	The	backlight	turns	on	for	a	few	seconds	when	youpress	[Light	Lock]	and	when	the	alarm	clock	sounds.•	Off:	The	backlight	is	not	switched	on	by	pressing	a	button	orwhen	the	alarm	clock	sounds.•	Night:	The	backlight	turns	on	for	a	few
seconds	when	you	pressany	button	and	when	the	alarm	clock	sounds.•	Toggle:	The	backlight	turns	on	when	you	press	[Light	Lock]	andstays	on	until	you	press	[Light	Lock]	again.Your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	has	two	backlight	settings:	one	'general'setting	and	one	for	sport	modes.You	can	change	the	general	backlight	setting	in	the	watch	settingsunder
GENERAL	»	Tones/display	»	Backlight.	See	2.3	Adjustingsettings.	You	can	also	change	the	general	setting	in	Movescount.You	sport	modes	can	use	the	same	backlight	mode	as	the	generalsetting	(default),	or	you	can	define	a	different	mode	for	each	sportmode	under	the	advanced	settings	in	Movescount.In	addition	to	the	mode,	you	can	adjust	the
backlight	brightness	(inpercent),	either	in	the	watch	settings	under	GENERAL	»	Tones/display	»	Backlight	or	in	Movescount.TIP:	When	the	[Back	Lap]	and	[Start	Stop]	buttons	are	locked,you	can	still	activate	the	backlight	by	pressing	[Light	Lock].26Page	273.6	Button	lockKeeping	[Light	Lock]	pressed	locks	and	unlocks
buttons.20.920.920.916:3016:3016:30Tuesday2sTuesdayTuesday2sYou	can	change	the	button	lock	behavior	in	the	watch	settingsunder	GENERAL	»	Tones/display	»	Button	lock.Your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	has	two	button	lock	settings:	one	forgeneral	use,	Time	mode	lock,	and	one	for	when	you	are	exercising,Sport	mode	lock:Time	mode	lock:•	Actions
only:	Start	and	options	menus	are	locked.•	All	buttons:	All	buttons	are	locked.	Backlight	can	be	activated	inNight	mode.Sport	mode	lock•	Actions	only:	[Start	Stop],	[Back	Lap]	and	the	options	menu	arelocked	during	exercise.•	All	buttons:	All	buttons	are	locked.	Backlight	can	be	activated	inNight	mode.27Page	28TIP:	Select	the	Actions	only	button
lock	setting	for	sport	modesto	avoid	accidentally	starting	or	stopping	your	log.	When	the	[BackLap]	and	[Start	Stop]	buttons	are	locked,	you	can	still	changedisplays	by	pressing	[Next]	and	views	by	pressing	[View].3.7	CompassSuunto	Ambit3	Peak	has	a	digital	compass	that	allows	you	to	orientyourself	in	relation	to	magnetic	north.	The	tilt-
compensatedcompass	gives	you	accurate	readings	even	if	the	compass	is	nothorizontally	level.You	can	show/hide	the	compass	display	from	the	start	menu	underDISPLAYS	»	Compass.	Toggle	with	[Next].The	compass	display	includes	the	following	information:•	middle	row:	compass	heading	in	degrees•	bottom	row:	change	view	to	current	heading	in
cardinals,	totime	or	empty	with	[View]273˚NWThe	compass	switches	to	power	saving	mode	after	one	minute.Reactivate	it	with	[Start	Stop].28Page	293.7.1	Calibrating	compassIf	you	have	not	used	the	compass	before,	you	must	first	calibrate	it.Turn	and	tilt	the	watch	in	multiple	directions	until	the	watch	beeps,indicating	calibration	is	complete.If	you
have	already	calibrated	the	compass	and	want	to	re-calibrateit,	you	can	access	the	calibration	option	in	the	options	menu.If	the	calibration	is	successful,	the	text	CALIBRATION	SUCCESSFUL	isdisplayed.	If	the	calibration	does	not	succeed,	the	text	CALIBRATIONFAILED	is	displayed.	To	retry	the	calibration,	press	[Start	Stop].To	manually	start
compass	calibration:1.	Keep	[Next]	pressed	to	enter	the	options	menu.2.	Select	to	GENERAL	with	[Next].3.	Scroll	to	Compass	with	[Light	Lock]	and	select	with	[Next].29Page	304.	Press	[Next]	to	select	Calibration.3.7.2	Setting	declinationTo	ensure	correct	compass	readings,	set	an	accurate	declinationvalue.Paper	maps	point	to	true	north.
Compasses,	however,	point	tomagnetic	north	–	a	region	above	the	Earth	where	the	Earth’smagnetic	fields	pull.	Because	magnetic	North	and	true	North	arenot	at	the	same	location,	you	must	set	the	declination	on	yourcompass.	The	angle	in	between	magnetic	and	true	north	is	yourdeclination.The	declination	value	appears	on	most	maps.	The	location
ofmagnetic	north	changes	yearly,	so	the	most	accurate	and	up-to-datedeclination	value	can	be	obtained	from	the	internet	(for	examplewww.magnetic-declination.com).Orienteering	maps,	however,	are	drawn	in	relation	to	magneticnorth.	This	means	that	when	you	are	using	orienteering	maps	youneed	to	turn	the	declination	correction	off	by	setting
thedeclination	value	to	0	degrees.To	set	the	declination	value:1.	Keep	[Next]	pressed	to	enter	the	options	menu.2.	Press	[Next]	to	enter	GENERAL.3.	Scroll	to	Compass	using	[Light	Lock]	and	select	with	[Next].4.	Scroll	to	Declination	with	[Light	Lock]	and	select	with	[Next].5.	Turn	the	declination	off	by	selecting	--,	or	select	W	(west)	or	E(east).6.	Set
the	declination	value	with	[Start	Stop]	or	[Light	Lock].30Page	317.	Press	[Next]	to	accept	the	setting.4.5.Compass[...............]DeclinationDeclination--6.DeclinationE0.0˚DeclinationE0.0˚7.Declination0.0˚E8.0˚TIP:	You	can	also	access	the	compass	settings	by	keeping	[View]pressed	in	COMPASS	mode.3.7.3	Setting	bearing	lockYou	can	mark	the
direction	to	your	target	in	relation	to	North	withthe	bearing	lock	feature.To	lock	a	bearing:1.	With	the	compass	active,	hold	the	watch	in	front	of	you	and	turnyourself	towards	your	target.31Page	322.	Press	[Back	Lap]	to	lock	the	current	degree	displayed	on	thewatch	as	your	bearing.3.	An	empty	triangle	indicates	the	locked	bearing	in	relation	to
theNorth	indicator	(solid	triangle).4.	Press	[Back	Lap]	to	clear	the	bearing	lock.1.273˚2.3.273˚273˚NWNW(3.)4.214˚273˚SWNWNWNOTE:	While	using	the	compass	in	an	exercise	mode,	the	[BackLap]	button	only	locks	and	clears	the	bearing.	Exit	the	compass	viewto	make	a	lap	with	[Back	Lap].32Page	333.8	Countdown	timerYou	can	use	the
countdown	timer	to	count	down	from	a	presettime	to	zero.	The	timer	makes	a	short	sound	every	second	duringthe	last	10	seconds	and	sounds	an	alarm	when	zero	is	reached.You	can	show/hide	the	countdown	timer	from	the	start	menu	underDISPLAYS	»	Countdown.	Toggle	with	[Next].To	set	the	countdown	time:1.	Press	[Next]	to	until	you	reach	the
countdown	timer	display.2.	Press	[View]	to	adjust	the	countdown	time.3.	Set	the	hours	and	minutes	with	[Start	Stop]	and	[Light	Lock].Accept	with	[Next].4.	Press	[Start	Stop]	to	start	the	countdown.2.Countdown0:05’00Adjust3.4.Setminutes0:04’5900:05CountdownStartedTIP:	You	can	pause/continue	the	countdown	by	pressing	[StartStop].33Page
343.9	DisplaysYour	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	comes	with	several	different	features,such	as	compass	(see	3.7	Compass)	and	stopwatch	(see3.30	Stopwatch),	that	are	handled	as	displays	that	can	be	viewed	bypressing	[Next].	Some	of	them	are	permanent,	and	others	you	canshow	or	hide	as	you	like.To	show/hide	displays:1.	Press	[Start	Stop]	to	enter	the
start	menu.2.	Scroll	to	DISPLAYS	by	pressing	[Light	Lock]	and	press	[Next].3.	In	the	list	of	display,	toggle	any	feature	on/off	by	scrolling	to	itwith	Start	Stop	or	Light	Lock	and	pressing	Next.Keep	[Next]	pressed	to	exit	the	displays	menu	if	needed.Your	sport	modes	(see	3.29	Sport	modes)	also	have	multiple	displaysthat	that	you	can	customize	to	view
different	information	whileyou	exercise.3.9.1	Adjusting	display	contrastIncrease	or	decrease	the	display	contrast	of	your	Suunto	Ambit3Peak	in	the	watch	settings.To	adjust	the	display	contrast:1.	Keep	[Next]	pressed	to	enter	the	options	menu.2.	Press	[Next]	to	enter	the	GENERAL	settings.3.	Press	[Next]	to	enter	Tones/display.4.	Scroll	to	Display
contrast	with	[Light	Lock]	and	enter	with	[Next].5.	Increase	the	contrast	with	[Start	Stop],	or	decrease	it	with	[LightLock].34Page	356.	Keep	[Next]	pressed	to	exit.3.9.2	Inverting	display	colorChange	the	display	between	dark	and	light	through	the	settings	inthe	watch	or	in	Movescount,	or	by	simply	using	the	default	[View]button	shortcut	(see	2.1
Buttons	and	menus).	You	can	also	definethe	display	color	for	a	sport	mode	in	Movescount.To	invert	the	display	in	the	watch	settings:1.	Keep	[Next]	pressed	to	enter	the	options	menu.2.	Press	[Next]	to	enter	the	GENERAL	settings.3.	Press	[Next]	to	enter	Tones/display.4.	Scroll	to	Invert	display	with	[Start	Stop]	and	invert	with	[Next].3.10	Exercising
with	sport	modesUse	sport	modes	(see	3.29	Sport	modes)	to	record	exercise	logs	andview	various	information	during	your	exercise.You	can	access	the	sport	modes	under	EXERCISE	menu	by	pressing[Start	Stop].3.10.1	Using	Suunto	Smart	SensorA	Bluetooth®	Smart	compatible	heart	rate	sensor,	such	as	theSuunto	Smart	Sensor,	can	be	used	with
your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	togive	you	more	detailed	information	about	your	exercise	intensity.While	exercising,	the	heart	rate	sensor	enables:•	heart	rate	in	real	time•	average	heart	rate	in	real	time•	heart	rate	in	graph	form35Page	36calories	burned	during	exerciseguidance	to	exercise	within	defined	heart	rate	limitsPeak	Training	EffectAnd	after
exercise,	the	heart	rate	sensor	provides:•	total	calories	burned	during	exercise•	average	heart	rate•	peak	heart	rate•	recovery	timeIf	you	use	the	Suunto	Smart	Sensor,	you	also	have	the	addedadvantage	of	heart	rate	memory.	The	Suunto	Smart	Sensor	memoryfunction	buffers	data	whenever	the	transmission	to	your	SuuntoAmbit3	Peak	is
interrupted.This	allows	you	to	get	accurate	exercise	intensity	information	inactivities	such	as	swimming	where	water	blocks	the	transmission.	Italso	means	you	can	even	leave	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	behindafter	starting	a	recording.	For	more	information,	please	refer	to	theSuunto	Smart	Sensor	User	Guide.Without	a	heart	rate	sensor,	your	Suunto
Ambit3	Peak	providescalorie	consumption	and	recovery	time	for	running	and	cyclingactivities	where	speed	is	used	to	estimate	intensity.	However,	werecommend	using	a	heart	rate	sensor	to	get	accurate	intensityreadings.Refer	to	the	user	guide	for	Suunto	Smart	Sensor	or	other	BluetoothSmart	compatible	heart	rate	sensor	for	additional
information.•••3.10.2	Putting	on	Suunto	Smart	SensorTo	start	using	the	Suunto	Smart	Sensor:36Page	371.2.3.4.Snap	the	sensor	firmly	into	the	strap	connector.Adjust	the	strap	length	as	needed.Moisten	the	strap	electrode	areas	with	water	or	electrode	gel.Put	the	strap	on	so	that	it	fits	snugly	and	the	Suunto	logo	isfacing	up.1.3.	-
4.SUUNTOSUUNTOSUUNTOThe	Smart	Sensor	turns	on	automatically	when	it	detects	a	heartbeat.TIP:	Wear	the	strap	against	your	bare	skin	for	best	results.Refer	to	the	Suunto	Smart	Sensor	User	Guide	for	additionalinformation	and	troubleshooting.37Page	383.10.3	Starting	an	exerciseTo	start	exercising:1.	Press	[Start	Stop]	to	enter	the	start
menu.2.	Press	[Next]	to	enter	EXERCISE.3.	Scroll	the	sport	mode	options	with	[Start	Stop]	or	[Light	Lock]and	select	a	suitable	mode	with	[Next].4.	The	watch	automatically	starts	searching	for	a	heart	rate	beltsignal,	if	the	selected	sport	mode	uses	a	heart	rate	belt.	Wait	forthe	watch	to	notify	that	the	heart	rate	and/or	GPS	signal	havebeen	found,	or
press	[Start	Stop]	to	select	Later.	The	watchcontinues	to	search	the	heart	rate/GPS	signal.5.	Press	[Start	Stop]	to	start	recording	your	exercise.	To	accessadditional	options	while	exercising,	keep	[Next]	pressed.38Page	391.20.9.16:30Tuesday2.3.[...............][...............]EXERCISE[...............]Running[...............]4.LaterLaterHR
beltSearching...LaterGPSSearching...100%HR+GPSFound5.00’00.00’00/kmavg0’00	/km3.10.4	During	exerciseSuunto	Ambit3	Peak	gives	you	a	wealth	of	information	during	yourexercise.	The	information	varies	depending	on	the	sport	mode	you39Page	40have	selected	(see	3.29	Sport	modes).	You	get	even	moreinformation,	if	you	use	a	heart	rate	belt
and	GPS	during	exercise.Here	are	some	ideas	on	how	to	use	the	watch	during	exercise:•	Press	[Next]	to	see	scroll	through	your	sport	mode	displays.•	Press	[View]	to	see	different	information	the	bottom	row	of	thedisplay.•	To	avoid	accidentally	stopping	your	log	recording	or	makingunwanted	laps,	lock	the	buttons	by	keeping	[Light	Lock]	pressed.•
Press	[Start	Stop]	to	pause	recording.	To	resume	recording,	press[Start	Stop]	again.3.10.5	Recording	tracksDepending	on	the	sport	mode	you	have	selected,	your	SuuntoAmbit3	Peak	allows	you	to	record	various	information	duringexercise.If	your	sport	mode	has	GPS	enabled,	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	alsorecords	your	track	during	your	exercise.	You	can
view	the	track	inMovescount	as	part	of	the	recorded	Move	and	export	it	as	a	routeto	use	later.3.10.6	Making	lapsDuring	your	exercise,	you	can	make	laps	either	manually	orautomatically	by	setting	the	autolap	interval	in	Movescount.	Whenyou	are	making	laps	automatically,	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	records	thelaps	based	on	the	distance	you	have
specified	in	Movescount.To	make	laps	manually,	press	[Back	Lap]	during	the	exercise.40Page	4109’00.025maltasc15	m09’00.01Lap09’00.0Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	shows	you	the	following	information:top	row:	split	time	(duration	from	the	start	of	the	log)middle	row:	lap	numberbottom	row:	lap	time•••NOTE:	The	exercise	summary	always	shows	at	least
one	lap,	yourexercise	from	start	to	finish.	The	laps	you	have	made	during	theexercise	are	shown	as	additional	laps.3.10.7	Navigating	during	exerciseIf	you	want	to	run	a	route	or	to	a	point	of	interest	(POI),	you	canselect	a	sport	mode,	such	as	Run	a	Route,	and	begin	navigatingimmediately.You	can	also	navigate	a	route	or	to	a	POI	during	your	exercise
inother	sport	modes	that	have	GPS	activated.To	navigate	during	exercise:1.	While	you	are	in	a	sport	mode	with	GPS	activated,	keep	[Next]pressed	to	access	the	options	menu.2.	Press	[Next]	to	select	NAVIGATION.41Page	423.	Scroll	to	POIs	(Points	of	interest)	or	Routes	with	[Light	Lock]	andselect	with	[Next].The	navigation	guidance	is	shown	as	the
last	display	on	theselected	sport	mode.DistanceSpeedHeart	ratedst100mBuilding	01To	deactivate	navigation,	go	back	to	NAVIGATION	in	the	optionsmenu	and	select	End	navigation.NOTE:	If	the	GPS	accuracy	setting	(see	3.22.3	GPS	accuracy	andpower	saving)	of	your	sport	mode	is	Good	or	lower,	whilenavigating	GPS	accuracy	switches	to	Best.
Battery	consumption	istherefore	higher.3.10.8	Using	compass	during	exerciseYou	can	activate	the	compass	and	add	it	to	a	custom	sport	modeduring	your	exercise.To	use	the	compass	during	exercise:1.	While	you	are	in	a	sport	mode,	keep	[Next]	pressed	to	access	theoptions	menu.42Page	432.	Scroll	to	ACTIVATE	with	[Light	Lock]	and	select	with
[Next].3.	Scroll	to	Compass	with	[Light	Lock]	and	select	with	[Next].4.	The	compass	is	shown	as	the	last	display	on	the	custom	sportmode.DistanceSpeedHeart	rate273˚NWTo	deactivate	the	compass,	go	back	to	ACTIVATE	in	the	optionsmenu	and	select	End	compass.3.10.9	Setting	altitude	during	exerciseIf	you	do	not	want	to	use	FusedAlti	(see	3.13
FusedAlti)	and	knowexactly	what	your	current	elevation	is	(for	instance,	from	a	sign	on	awell-traveled	mountain	trail),	you	can	set	your	manually	set	youraltitude	while	recording	an	exercise.	Manually	setting	the	altitudeturns	off	FusedAlti	if	it	was	on.To	set	your	altitude	during	exercise:1.	While	you	are	in	a	sport	mode,	keep	[Next]	pressed	to	access
theoptions	menu.2.	Scroll	to	ALTI-BARO	with	[Start	Stop]	and	select	with	[Next].3.	Select	Altitude	with	[Next].4.	Set	your	altitude	using	[Start	Stop]	and	[Light	Lock].43Page	445.	Accept	and	exit	by	keeping	[Next]	pressed.3.11	Find	backSuunto	Ambit3	Peak	automatically	saves	the	starting	point	of	yourexercise,	if	you	are	using	GPS.	With	Find	back,
Suunto	Ambit3	Peakcan	guide	you	directly	back	to	your	starting	point	(or	to	the	locationwhere	the	GPS	fix	was	established).To	find	back:1.	While	you	are	in	a	sport	mode,	keep	[Next]	pressed	to	access	theoptions	menu.2.	Press	[Next]	to	select	NAVIGATION.3.	Scroll	to	Find	back	with	[Start	Stop]	and	select	with	[Next].The	navigation	guidance	is
shown	as	the	last	display	on	theselected	sport	mode.3.12	Firmware	updatesYou	can	update	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	software	throughMovescount.	When	you	update	the	software,	all	logs	areautomatically	moved	to	Movescount	and	deleted	from	the	watch.To	update	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	software:1.	Install	Moveslink	if	you	have	not	done	so
already.2.	Connect	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	to	your	computer	with	thesupplied	USB	cable.3.	If	an	update	is	available,	your	watch	is	updated	automatically.Wait	for	the	update	to	complete	before	unplugging	the	USBcable.44Page	453.13	FusedAltiFusedAltiTM	provides	an	altitude	reading	that	is	a	combination	ofGPS	and	barometric	altitude.	It
minimizes	the	effect	of	temporaryand	offset	errors	in	the	final	altitude	reading.NOTE:	By	default,	altitude	is	measured	with	FusedAlti	duringexercises	that	use	GPS	and	during	navigation.	When	GPS	is	switchedoff,	altitude	is	measured	with	the	barometric	sensor.If	you	do	not	want	to	use	FusedAlti	in	altitude	measurement,	youcan	disable	it	in	the
options	menu.To	disable	FusedAlti:1.	Keep	[Next]	pressed	to	access	the	options	menu.2.	Scroll	to	ALTI-BARO	with	[Light	Lock]	and	enter	with	[Next].3.	Scroll	to	FusedAlti	with	[Start	Stop]	and	select	with	[Next].4.	Set	FusedAlti	Off	with	[Start	Stop]	or	[Light	Lock]	and	acceptwith	[Next].When	the	device	is	in	TIME	mode,	you	can	search	a	new
referencefor	barometric	altitude	with	FusedAlti.	This	activates	the	GPS	for	amaximum	of	15	minutes.To	search	a	new	reference	for	barometric	altitude	with	FusedAlti:1.	Keep	[Next]	pressed	to	enter	the	options	menu.2.	Scroll	to	ALTI-BARO	with	[Light	Lock]	and	enter	with	[Next].3.	Scroll	to	Reference	with	[Light	Lock]	and	enter	with	[Next].4.	Scroll
to	FusedAlti	with	[Start	Stop]	and	select	with	[Next].45Page	46GPS	is	switched	on	and	the	device	starts	calculating	altitudebased	on	FusedAlti.1.20.916:30Tuesday2.3.ALTI-BARO[...............][...............]ALTI-BARO[...............]Reference[...............]4.ALTI-BAROSea	level...FusedAltiManual	alt...~	1022	hPaFusedAltiactivating16:30NOTE:	In	good
conditions	it	takes	4	–	12	minutes	for	FusedAlti	toactivate.	During	that	time,	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	shows	barometricaltitude	and	~	is	shown	with	the	altitude	reading	to	indicate	thatthe	altitude	may	not	be	correct.46Page	473.14	FusedSpeedFusedSpeedTM	is	a	unique	combination	of	GPS	and	wristacceleration	sensor	readings	for	measuring	your
running	speedmore	accurately.	The	GPS	signal	is	adaptively	filtered	based	on	wristacceleration,	giving	more	accurate	readings	at	steady	runningspeeds	and	a	quicker	responses	to	changes	in	speed.12108km/h6sec3060GPS90120FusedSpeedFusedSpeed	benefits	you	the	most	when	you	need	highly	reactivespeed	readings	during	training,	for	example,
when	running	onuneven	terrain	or	during	interval	training.	If	you	temporarily	losethe	GPS	signal,	for	example,	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	is	able	to	continueshowing	accurate	speed	readings	with	the	help	of	the	GPScalibrated	accelerometer.47Page	4812108km/h6sec3060GPS90120FusedSpeedTIP:	To	get	the	most	accurate	readings	with	FusedSpeed,
onlyglance	shortly	at	the	watch	when	needed.	Holding	the	watch	infront	of	you	without	moving	it	reduces	the	accuracy.FusedSpeed	is	automatically	enabled	for	running	and	other	similartypes	of	activities,	such	as	orienteering,	floor	ball	and	football(soccer).To	enable	FusedSpeed	for	a	custom	sport	mode,	ensure	you	selectan	activity	that	uses
FusedSpeed.	This	is	indicated	at	the	end	of	thesport	mode	advanced	settings	section	in	Movescount.48Page	493.15	IconsSUUNTOThe	following	icons	are	displayed	in	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak:alarmaltimeterbarometerbatteryBluetooth	activitybutton	lockbutton	press	indicatorschronograph49Page	50current	displaydown/decreaseGPS	signal	strengthheart
rateincoming	callinterval	timermessage/notificationmissed	callnext/confirmpairingsettingssport	modestormsunrisesunsetup/increase50Page	51POI	iconsThe	following	POI	icons	are	available	in	Suunto	Ambit3
Peak:beginbuilding/homecamp/campingcar/parkingcavecrossroadendfood/restaurant/cafeforestgeocachelodging/hostel/hotelmeadowmountain/hill/valley/cliffroad/trailrock51Page	52sightwater/river/lake/coastwaypoint3.16	Interval	timerYou	can	add	an	interval	timer	to	each	custom	sport	mode	inMovescount.	To	add	the	interval	timer	to	a	sport	mode,
select	thesport	mode	and	go	to	Advanced	settings.	The	next	time	youconnect	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	to	your	Movescount	account,	theinterval	timer	is	synchronized	to	the	watch.You	can	specify	the	following	information	in	the	interval	timer:•	interval	types	(HIGH	and	LOW	interval)•	duration	or	distance	for	both	interval	types•	number	of	times	the
intervals	are	repeatedNOTE:	If	you	do	not	set	the	number	of	repetitions	for	theintervals	in	Movescount,	the	interval	timer	continues	until	it	hasbeen	repeated	99	times.You	can	set	an	interval	timer	for	each	sport	included	in	a	multisportmode	(see	3.21.2	Using	a	multisport	mode).	The	interval	timerrestarts	when	the	sport	changes.To
activate/deactivate	the	interval	timer:52Page	531.	While	you	are	in	a	sport	mode,	keep	[Next]	pressed	to	access	theoptions	menu.2.	Scroll	to	ACTIVATE	with	[Light	Lock]	and	select	with	[Next].3.	Scroll	to	Interval	with	[Start	Stop]	and	select	with	[Next].4.	Press	[Start	Stop]	or	[Light	Lock]	to	set	the	interval	timer	On/Offand	accept	with	[Next].When
the	interval	timer	is	active,	the	interval	icon	is	shown	atthe	top	of	the	display.1.Hold	toenteroptions2s2.3.[...............][...............]ACTIVATE[...............]Interval	ti...[...............]4.IntervaltimerOn53Page	543.17	LogbookThe	logbook	stores	the	logs	of	your	recorded	activities.	Themaximum	number	of	logs	and	the	maximum	duration	of	a	singlelog	depend	on
how	much	information	is	recorded	in	each	activity.GPS	accuracy	(see	3.22.3	GPS	accuracy	and	power	saving)	and	usingthe	interval	timer	(see	3.16	Interval	timer),	for	example,	directlyimpact	the	number	and	duration	of	logs	that	can	be	stored.You	can	view	the	log	summary	of	your	activity	right	after	you	havestopped	recording	or	through	the
LOGBOOK	under	the	start	menu.The	information	shown	in	the	log	summary	is	dynamic:	it	changesdepending	factors	such	as	sport	mode	and	whether	or	not	you	usedan	heart	rate	belt	or	GPS.	By	default,	all	logs	include	at	minimumthe	following	information:•	sport	mode	name•	time•	date•	duration•	lapsTIP:	You	can	see	many	more	details	of	your
recorded	activities	inMovescount.com.To	view	log	summary	after	stopping	a	recording:1.	Keep	[Start	Stop]	pressed	to	stop	and	save	the	exercise.54Page	55Alternatively,	you	press	[Start	Stop]	to	pause	the	recording.	Afterpausing,	stop	by	pressing	[Back	Lap],	or	continue	recording	bypressing	[Start	Stop].After	pausing	and	stopping	the	exercise,	save
the	log	by	pressing[Start	Stop].	If	you	do	not	want	to	save	the	log,	press	[LightLock].	If	you	do	not	save	the	log,	you	can	still	view	the	logsummary	after	pressing	[Light	Lock],	but	the	log	is	not	stored	inthe	logbook	for	later	viewing.2.	Press	[Next]	to	view	the	log	summary.1.09’00.025maltasc15	m2.2sSummarySavingexercise16:3014.2.2014You	can	also
view	the	summaries	of	all	your	saved	exercises	in	thelogbook.	In	the	logbook	the	exercises	are	listed	according	to	dateand	time.To	view	summary	log	in	the	logbook:1.	Press	[Start	Stop]	to	enter	the	start	menu.2.	Scroll	to	LOGBOOK	with	[Light	Lock]	and	enter	with	[Next].	Yourcurrent	recovery	time	is	shown.3.	Scroll	the	logs	with	[Start	Stop]	or
[Light	Lock]	and	select	a	logwith	[Next].4.	Browse	the	summary	views	of	the	log	with	[Next].55Page	561.20.916:30Tuesday3.LOGBOOK5.9	09:0020.9	16:3021.9	12:002.[...............]LOGBOOK[...............]15hRecovery	time4.Running16:3020.9.2014If	the	log	includes	multiple	laps,	you	can	view	lap-specificinformation	by	pressing	[View].3.18	Memory	left
indicatorIf	more	than	50	%	of	the	logbook	has	not	been	synchronized	withMovescount,	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	displays	a	reminder	when	youenter	the	logbook.56Page	57Sync	yourMovesMemory	used75%The	reminder	is	not	displayed	once	the	unsynced	memory	is	full	andSuunto	Ambit3	Peak	begins	overwriting	old	logs.3.19	MovescountMovescount.com
is	your	free	personal	diary	and	online	sportscommunity	that	offers	you	a	rich	set	of	tools	to	manage	your	dailyactivities	and	create	engaging	stories	about	your	experiences.Movescount	allows	you	to	transfer	your	recorded	exercise	logs	fromyour	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	to	Movescount	and	customize	the	watchto	best	meet	your	needs.TIP:	Connect	to
Movescount	to	get	the	latest	firmware	updatefor	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak.Start	by	installing	Moveslink:1.	Go	to	www.movescount.com/moveslink.2.	Download,	install	and	open	the	latest	version	of	Moveslink.57Page	58To	register	to	Movescount:1.	Go	to	www.movescount.com.2.	Create	your	account.NOTE:	The	first	time	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	is
connected	toMovescount	all	information	(including	the	watch	settings)	istransferred	from	the	watch	to	your	Movescount	account.	The	nexttime	you	connect	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	to	your	Movescountaccount,	changes	in	settings	and	sport	modes	you	make	inMovescount	and	in	the	watch	are	automatically	synchronized.58Page	593.20	Movescount
mobile	appWith	the	Suunto	Movescount	App,	you	can	further	enrich	yourSuunto	Ambit3	Peak	experience.	Pair	with	the	mobile	app	to	getnotifications	on	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak,	change	settings	andcustomize	sport	modes	on	the	go,	use	your	mobile	device	as	asecond	display,	take	pictures	with	data	from	your	move,	and	createSuunto	Movies.TIP:
With	any	move	that	is	stored	in	Movescount,	you	can	addpictures	as	well	as	create	a	Suunto	Movie	of	the	move	using	SuuntoMovescount	App.To	pair	with	Suunto	Movescount	App:1.	Download	and	install	Suunto	Movescount	App	on	yourcompatible	Apple	device	from	the	iTunes	App	Store.	The	appdescription	includes	the	latest	compatibility
information.2.	Start	Suunto	Movescount	App	and	turn	on	Bluetooth	if	it	is	noton	already.	Leave	the	app	running	in	the	foreground.3.	If	you	have	not	yet	set	up	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak,	do	so	now(see	2	Getting	started)	and	press	[Start	Stop]	when	asked	to	pairMobileApp.If	you	are	already	using	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak,	keep	[Next]pressed	to	enter
the	options	menu	and	scroll	to	PAIR	with	[LightLock].	Select	MobileApp	with	[Next].4.	Enter	the	passkey	shown	on	your	watch	display	into	the	paringrequest	field	on	your	mobile	device	and	tap	[Pair].59Page	60NOTE:	You	can	change	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	generalsettings	offline.	Customizing	sport	modes	and	keeping	time,	dateand	GPS	satellite
data	up	to	date	require	an	internet	connectionover	Wi-Fi	or	mobile	network.	Carrier	data	connection	fees	mayapply.3.20.1	Second	display	on	phoneIf	you	are	using	the	Suunto	Movescount	App,	you	can	use	yourmobile	phone	as	a	second	display	for	your	watch.To	use	your	mobile	phone	as	a	second	display:1.	Pair	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	with	Suunto
Movescount	App	ifyou	have	not	done	so	already	(see	3.20	Movescount	mobile	app).2.	Go	to	a	sport	mode	in	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	(see3.10	Exercising	with	sport	modes).3.	Open	Suunto	Movescount	App	and	tap	MOVE.4.	Select	AMBIT3	from	the	list	and	tap	NEXT.5.	Start	and	stop	your	exercise	recording	as	normal.TIP:	Tap	on	each	of	the	display
areas	on	the	phone	–	middle,upper	left,	upper	right	–	to	change	what	is	displayed.3.20.2	Syncing	with	mobile	appIf	you	have	paired	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	with	SuuntoMovescount	App,	changes	in	settings,	sport	modes,	and	new	movesare	automatically	synced	default	when	the	Bluetooth	connection	is60Page	61active.	The	Bluetooth	icon	on	your
Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	flasheswhen	data	is	being	synced.This	default	setting	can	be	changed	from	the	options	menu.To	turn	off	automatic	syncing:1.	Keep	[Next]	pressed	to	enter	the	options	menu.2.	Scroll	to	CONNECTIVITY	with	[Light	Lock]	and	select	with	[Next].3.	Press	Next	again	to	enter	the	MobileApp	sync	setting.4.	Toggle	off	with	[Light	Lock]
and	keep	[Next]	pressed	to	exit.When	automatic	syncing	is	off,	you	need	to	manually	start	syncingto	transfer	settings	or	new	moves	to	the	app.To	manually	sync	with	mobile	app:1.	Ensure	Suunto	Movescount	App	is	running	and	Bluetooth	is	on.2.	Press	[Start	Stop]	to	enter	the	start	menu.3.	Scroll	to	MOBILEAPP	with	[Light	Lock]	and	select	with
[Next].4.	Press	Next	to	Sync	now.2.20.9.16:30Tuesday3.4.[...............]MOBILEAPPSync	now[...............]If	your	mobile	device	has	an	active	data	connection	and	your	app	isconnected	to	your	Movescount	account,	settings	and	moves	are61Page	62synced	with	your	account.	If	there	is	no	data	connection,	syncing	isdelayed	until	a	connection	is
available.Unsynced	moves	recorded	with	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	are	listedin	the	app,	but	you	cannot	view	the	move	details	until	they	aresynced	with	your	Movescount	account.	Moves	that	you	record	withthe	app	are	immediately	viewable.NOTE:	Carrier	data	connection	fees	may	apply	when	syncingbetween	Suunto	Movescount	App	and	your
Movescount	account.3.21	Multisport	trainingYou	can	use	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	for	multisport	training,	easilyswitching	between	different	sport	modes	(see	3.29	Sport	modes)while	exercising	and	viewing	sport-specific	data	during	yourexercise	and	in	the	log	summary.You	can	change	the	sport	manually	during	the	exercise,	or	create	amultisport	mode	to
change	sports	in	a	specific	order	such	as	for	atriathlon.3.21.1	Switching	sport	modes	manuallySuunto	Ambit3	Peak	allows	you	to	switch	to	another	sport	modeduring	exercise	without	having	to	stop	recording.	All	the	sportmodes	you	have	used	during	the	exercise	are	included	in	the	log.To	switch	the	sport	mode	manually	during	exercise:1.	While	you
are	recording	your	exercise,	keep	[Back	Lap]	pressedto	access	the	sport	modes.62Page	632.	Scroll	the	list	of	sport	mode	options	with	[Start	Stop]	or	[LightLock].3.	Select	a	suitable	sport	mode	with	[Next].	Suunto	Ambit3	Peakcontinues	recording	the	log	and	the	data	for	the	selected	sportmode.1.2.3.2sHold
tochanngesport[...............]Running[...............]17’34.015’30	/kmavg11’05/kmNOTE:	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	makes	a	lap	each	time	you	switch	toanother	sport	mode.NOTE:	The	log	recording	is	not	paused	when	you	switch	toanother	sport	mode.	You	can	pause	the	recording	manually	bypressing	[Start	Stop].3.21.2	Using	a	multisport	modeYou	can	create
your	own	multisport	mode	or	use	an	existing	defaultsport	mode	like	Triathlon.	The	multisport	mode	can	comprise	anumber	of	different	sport	modes	in	a	specific	order.	Each	sport	canalso	have	its	own	interval	timer.To	use	a	multisport	mode:63Page	641.	Press	[Start	Stop]	to	start	recording	the	log.2.	Keep	[Back	Lap]	pressed	to	change	to	the	next
sport	whileexercising.3.22	Navigating	with	GPSSuunto	Ambit3	Peak	uses	the	Global	Positioning	System	(GPS)	todetermine	your	current	position.	GPS	incorporates	a	set	of	satellitesthat	orbit	the	Earth	at	an	altitude	of	20,000	km	at	the	speed	of	4km/s.The	built-in	GPS	receiver	in	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	is	optimized	forwrist	use	and	receives	data	from	a
very	wide	angle.3.22.1	Getting	GPS	signalSuunto	Ambit3	Peak	activates	GPS	automatically	when	you	select	asport	mode	with	the	GPS	functionality,	determine	your	location,	orstart	navigating.64Page	65NOTE:	When	you	activate	GPS	for	the	first	time,	or	have	notused	it	for	a	long	time,	it	might	take	longer	than	usual	to	get	a	GPSfix.	Subsequent	GPS
starts	will	take	less	time.TIP:	To	minimize	GPS	initiation	time,	hold	the	watch	steady	withGPS	facing	up	and	make	sure	you	are	in	an	open	area	so	that	thewatch	has	a	clear	view	of	the	sky.Troubleshooting:	No	GPS	signal•••For	an	optimal	signal,	point	the	GPS	part	of	the	watch	upwards.The	best	signal	can	be	received	in	an	open	area	with	a	clear
viewof	the	sky.The	GPS	receiver	usually	works	well	inside	tents	and	other	thincovers.	However,	objects,	buildings,	dense	vegetation	or	cloudyweather	can	reduce	the	GPS	signal	reception	quality.GPS	signal	does	not	penetrate	any	solid	constructions	or	water.Therefore	do	not	try	to	activate	GPS	for	example	insidebuildings,	caves,	or	under
water.3.22.2	GPS	grids	and	position	formatsGrids	are	lines	on	a	map	that	define	the	coordinate	system	used	onthe	map.Position	format	is	the	way	the	GPS	receiver's	position	is	displayed	onthe	watch.	All	the	formats	relate	to	the	same	location,	they	onlyexpress	it	in	a	different	way.	You	can	change	the	position	format	inthe	watch	settings	under
GENERAL	»	Format	»	Position	format.65Page	66You	can	select	the	format	from	the	following	grids:latitude/longitude	is	the	most	commonly	used	grid	and	has	threedifferent	formats:oWGS84	Hd.d°oWGS84	Hd°m.m'oWGS84	Hd°m's.s•	UTM	(Universal	Transverse	Mercator)	gives	a	two-dimensionalhorizontal	position	presentation.•	MGRS	(Military
Grid	Reference	System)	is	an	extension	of	UTMand	consists	of	a	grid	zone	designator,	100,000-meter	squareidentifier	and	a	numerical	location.Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	also	supports	the	following	local	grids:•	British	(BNG)•	Finnish	(ETRS-TM35FIN)•	Finnish	(KKJ)•	Irish	(IG)•	Swedish	(RT90)•	Swiss	(CH1903)•	UTM	NAD27	Alaska•	UTM	NAD27	Conus•
UTM	NAD83•	NZTM2000	(New	Zealand)•NOTE:	Some	grids	cannot	be	used	in	the	areas	north	of	84°N	andsouth	of	80°S,	or	outside	the	countries	that	they	are	intended	for.66Page	673.22.3	GPS	accuracy	and	power	savingWhen	customizing	sport	modes,	you	can	define	the	GPS	fix	intervalusing	the	GPS	accuracy	setting	in	Movescount.	The	shorter
theinterval,	the	better	the	accuracy	during	exercise.By	increasing	the	interval	and	lowering	the	accuracy,	you	canextend	the	battery	life.The	GPS	accuracy	options	are:•	Best:	~	1	sec	fix	interval,	highest	power	consumption•	Good:	~	5	sec	fix	interval,	moderate	power	consumption•	OK:	~	60	sec	fix	interval,	lowest	power	consumption•	Off:	no	GPS
fix3.23	NotificationsIf	you	have	paired	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	with	SuuntoMovescount	App	(see	3.20	Movescount	mobile	app),	you	can	getcall,	message	and	push	notifications	on	the	watch.Brother+358012345...Incoming	callBe	careful	outthere!To	get	notifications	on	your	watch:1.	Keep	[Next]	pressed	to	enter	the	options	menu.2.	Press	[Light
Lock]	to	scroll	to	CONNECTIVITY	and	press	[Next].67Page	683.	Press	[Light	Lock]	to	scroll	to	Notifications.4.	Toggle	Notifications	On/Off	with	[Light	Lock].5.	Exit	by	keeping	[Next]	pressed.With	Notifications	on,	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	gives	an	audiblealert	and	displays	a	notification	icon	in	the	bottom	row	with	eachnew	event.To	view	notification
on	your	watch:1.	Press	[Start	Stop]	to	enter	the	start	menu.2.	Scroll	to	MOBILEAPP	with	[Light	Lock]	and	select	with	[Next].3.	Scroll	to	NOTIFICATIONS	with	[Light	Lock]	and	select	with	[Next].4.	Scroll	through	the	notifications	with	[Start	Stop]	or	[Light	Lock].Up	to	10	notifications	can	be	listed.	Notifications	remain	in	yourwatch	until	you	clear
them	from	your	mobile	device.	However,notifications	older	than	one	day	are	hidden	from	view	in	the	watch.3.24	PODs	and	HR	sensorsPair	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	with	Bluetooth®	Smart	compatiblebike,	foot	and	Power	PODs	to	receive	additional	information	duringexercise.You	can	pair	up	to	five	PODs	at	a	time:•	three	bike	PODs,	these	can	be
speed,	distance	and/or	cadencebike	PODs,	but	only	one	can	be	connected	at	a	time•	one	foot	POD•	one	power	PODThe	Suunto	Smart	Sensor	included	in	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peakpackage	(optional)	is	already	paired.	Pairing	is	required	only	if	you68Page	69want	to	use	a	different	Bluetooth	Smart	compatible	heart	ratesensor.3.24.1	Pairing	PODs	and
HR	sensorsPairing	procedures	may	vary	depending	on	the	POD	or	heart	rate(HR)	sensor	type.	Please	refer	to	the	user	guide	for	the	device	youare	pairing	with	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	before	continuing.To	pair	a	POD	or	heart	rate	sensor:1.	Activate	the	POD	or	heart	rate	sensor.If	you	are	pairing	a	Suunto	Smart	Sensor,	see	3.10.2	Putting	onSuunto
Smart	Sensor.2.	Keep	[Next]	pressed	to	enter	the	options	menu.3.	Scroll	to	PAIR	with	[Light	Lock]	and	select	with	[Next].4.	Scroll	the	options	with	[Start	Stop]	and	[Light	Lock]	and	press[Next]	to	select	a	POD	or	heart	rate	sensor	to	pair.5.	Hold	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	close	to	the	device	you	arepairing	and	wait	for	Suunto	Ambit3	Peakto	notify	that
pairingwas	successful.If	the	pairing	fails,	press	[Start	Stop]	to	retry,	or	[Light	Lock]	toreturn	to	the	pairing	setting.69Page	702.Tuesday5.4.[...............][...............]PAIR[...............]Bike	PODs[...............]PAIR20.916:303.2s6.PAIR[...............]Bike	POD	1[...............]Hold	beltnext	todeviceIf	you	pair	a	power	POD,	you	may	need	to	define	additionalparameters
in	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak.	These	include,	but	are	notlimited	to:•	Left	crank	or	Right	crank•	Left	pedal	or	Right	pedal•	Rear	dropout•	Chainstay•	Rear	wheel	or	Rear	hub70Page	713.24.2	Using	foot	PODWhen	using	a	foot	POD,	the	POD	is	auto	calibrated	by	GPS	at	shortintervals	during	exercise.	However,	the	foot	POD	always	remainsthe	source	of
speed	and	distance	when	it	is	paired	and	active	forthe	given	sport	mode.Foot	POD	auto	calibration	is	on	by	default.	It	can	be	turned	off	inthe	sport	mode	options	menu	under	ACTIVATE,	if	the	foot	POD	ispaired	and	is	used	for	the	selected	sport	mode.For	more	accurate	speed	and	distance	measurements,	you	canmanually	calibrate	the	foot	POD.
Perform	the	calibration	on	anaccurately	measured	distance,	for	instance,	on	a	400	meter	runningtrack.To	calibrate	foot	POD	with	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak:1.	Attach	foot	POD	to	your	shoe.	For	more	information,	see	userguide	for	the	foot	POD	you	are	using.2.	Choose	a	sport	mode	(for	example	Running)	in	the	start	menu.3.	Start	running	at	your	usual
pace.	When	you	cross	the	startingline,	press	[Start	Stop]	to	start	the	recording.4.	Run	a	distance	of	800–1000	meters	(about	0.500–0.700	miles)	atyour	usual	pace	(for	example	two	laps	on	a	400	meter	track).5.	Press	[Start	Stop]	when	you	reach	the	finish	line	to	pause	therecording.6.	Press	[Back	Lap]	to	stop	recording.	After	stopping	the	exercise,save
the	log	by	pressing	[Start	Stop].	If	you	do	not	want	to	savethe	log,	press	[Light	Lock].71Page	72Scroll	with	[Next]	through	summary	views,	until	you	reach	thedistance	summary.	Adjust	the	distance	shown	on	the	display	tothe	actual	distance	you	ran	with	[Start	Stop]	and	[Light	Lock].Confirm	with	[Next].7.	Confirm	the	POD	calibration	by	pressing
[Start	Stop].	Your	footPOD	has	now	been	calibrated.NOTE:	If	the	foot	POD	connection	was	unstable	during	thecalibration	exercise,	you	might	not	be	able	to	adjust	the	distance	inthe	distance	summary.	Make	sure	that	foot	POD	is	attachedproperly	according	to	instructions	and	try	again.If	you	are	running	without	a	foot	POD,	you	can	still	get
runningcadence	from	the	your	wrist.	Running	cadence	measured	from	wristis	used	together	with	FusedSpeed	(see	3.14	FusedSpeed)	and	isalways	on	for	specific	sport	modes	including	running,	trail	running,treadmill,	orienteering,	and	track	and	field.If	a	foot	POD	is	found	at	start	of	an	exercise,	running	cadencemeasured	from	wrist	is	overwritten	by
foot	POD	cadence.3.24.3	Calibrating	power	PODs	and	slopeSuunto	Ambit3	Peak	automatically	calibrates	your	power	POD	whenit	finds	the	POD.	You	can	also	calibrate	the	power	POD	manually	atany	time	during	an	exercise.To	manually	calibrate	a	power	POD:1.	While	you	are	in	a	sport	mode,	keep	[Next]	pressed	to	access	theoptions	menu.72Page
732.	Stop	pedaling	and	lift	your	feet	off	the	pedals.3.	Scroll	to	CALIBRATE	POWER	POD	with	[Light	Lock]	and	selectwith	[Next].Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	starts	calibrating	the	POD	and	indicates	if	thecalibration	succeeded	or	failed.	The	bottom	row	of	the	displayshows	the	current	frequency	used	with	the	power	POD.	Theprevious	frequency	is	shown	in
parentheses.Calibrationongoing...Calibrationsuccessful120(150)If	your	power	POD	has	an	auto	zero	feature,	you	can	turn	thison/off	through	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak.To	set	auto	zero	on/off:1.	After	the	calibration	is	completed,	press	[Start	Stop].2.	Set	auto	zero	On/Off	with	[Light	Lock]	and	accept	with	[Next].3.	Wait	until	the	setting	is	completed.4.
Repeat	procedure	if	setting	fails	or	power	POD	is	lost.73Page	741.2.3.Auto	zeroAuto	zerosetting...Auto	zeroCalibrationsuccessful150(150)ONYou	can	calibrate	the	slope	for	power	PODs	that	use	Crank	TorqueFrequency	(CTF).To	calibrate	the	slope:1.	After	the	power	POD	calibration	is	complete,	press	[Start	Stop].2.	Set	the	correct	value	according	to
your	power	POD	manual	with[Light	Lock]	and	accept	with	[Next].3.	Wait	until	the	setting	is	completed.4.	Repeat	procedure	if	setting	fails	or	power	POD	is	lost.1.2.3.SlopeSettingslope...SlopeCalibrationsuccessful150(150)7410.0	Nm/HzPage	753.25	Points	of	interestSuunto	Ambit3	Peak	includes	GPS	navigation	which	allows	you	tonavigate	to	a	pre-
defined	destination	stored	as	a	point	of	interest(POI).NOTE:	You	can	also	navigate	when	you	are	recording	anexercise	(see	3.10.7	Navigating	during	exercise).To	navigate	to	a	POI:1.	Press	[Start	Stop]	to	enter	the	start	menu.2.	Scroll	to	NAVIGATION	using	[Start	Stop]	and	enter	with	[Next].3.	Scroll	to	POIs	(Points	of	interest)	using	[Light	Lock]	and
selectwith	[Next].The	watch	displays	the	number	of	saved	POIs	and	free	spaceavailable	for	new	POIs.4.	Scroll	to	the	POI	you	wish	to	navigate	to	with	[Start	Stop]	or[Light	Lock]	and	select	with	[Next].5.	Press	[Next]	to	select	Navigate.If	you	are	using	the	compass	for	the	first	time,	you	need	tocalibrate	it	(see	3.7.1	Calibrating	compass).	After	activating
thecompass,	the	watch	starts	searching	for	a	GPS	signal	and	displaysGPS	found	after	acquiring	the	signal.6.	Start	navigating	to	the	POI.	The	watch	displays	the	followinginformation:•	indicator	showing	the	direction	to	your	target	(see	furtherexplanation	below)75Page	76•	your	distance	from	the	target7.	The	watch	informs	you	that	you	have	arrived	at
your	target.1.20.916:30Tuesday2.NAVIGATION[...............][...............]NAVIGATION[...............]POIs	(Poin...[...............]4.1	POIs99	free6.dst100mBuilding	01763.Building	017.At	destinationBuilding	15.[...............]Navigate[...............]Page	77When	stationary	or	moving	slowly	(4	km/h),	the	watch	shows	you	the	direction	to	thePOI	(or	waypoint	if	navigating
a	route)	based	on	GPS.The	direction	to	your	target,	or	bearing,	is	shown	with	the	emptytriangle.	Your	direction	of	travel,	or	heading,	is	indicated	by	thesolid	lines	at	the	top	of	the	display.	Aligning	these	two	ensures	youare	moving	in	the	correct	direction.dst3.2kmBuilding	01dst3.2kmBuilding	013.25.1	Checking	your	locationSuunto	Ambit3	Peak
allows	you	to	check	the	coordinates	of	yourcurrent	location	using	GPS.77Page	78To	check	your	location:1.	Press	[Start	Stop]	to	enter	the	start	menu.2.	Scroll	to	NAVIGATION	using	[Start	Stop]	and	enter	with	[Next].3.	Press	[Next]	to	select	Location.4.	Press	[Next]	to	select	Current.5.	The	watch	starts	searching	for	a	GPS	signal	and	displays	GPSfound
after	acquiring	the	signal.	After	that	your	currentcoordinates	are	shown	on	the	display.TIP:	You	can	also	check	your	location	while	you	are	recording	anexercise	by	keeping	[Next]	pressed	to	access	the	options	menu.3.25.2	Adding	your	location	as	a	POISuunto	Ambit3	Peak	allows	you	to	save	your	current	location	ordefine	a	location	as	a	POI.	You	can
navigate	to	a	saved	POI	anytime,for	example,	during	your	exercise.You	can	store	up	to	100	POIs	in	the	watch.	Note	that	also	routestake	up	this	quota.	For	example,	if	you	have	a	route	with	60waypoints,	you	can	additionally	store	40	POIs	in	the	watch.You	can	select	a	POI	type	(icon)	and	POI	name	from	a	pre-definedlist,	or	freely	name	the	POIs	in
Movescount.To	save	a	location	as	a	POI:1.	Press	[Start	Stop]	to	enter	the	start	menu.2.	Scroll	to	NAVIGATION	using	[Start	Stop]	and	enter	with	[Next].3.	Press	[Next]	to	select	Location.78Page	794.	Select	CURRENT	or	DEFINE	to	manually	change	longitude	andlatitude	values.5.	Press	[Start	Stop]	to	save	the	location.6.	Select	a	suitable	POI	type	for
the	location.	Scroll	through	the	POItypes	with	[Start	Stop]	or	[Light	Lock].	Select	a	POI	type	with[Next].7.	Select	a	suitable	name	for	the	location.	Scroll	through	the	nameoptions	with	[Start	Stop]	or	[Light	Lock].	Select	a	name	with[Next].8.	Press	[Start	Stop]	to	save	the	POI.TIP:	You	can	create	POIs	in	Movescount	by	selecting	a	locationon	a	map	or
inserting	the	coordinates.	POIs	in	your	Suunto	Ambit3Peak	and	in	Movescount	are	always	synchronized	when	you	connectthe	watch	to	Movescount.3.25.3	Deleting	a	POIYou	can	delete	a	POI	directly	in	the	watch	or	through	Movescount.However,	when	you	delete	a	POI	in	Movescount	and	synchronizeyour	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak,	the	POI	is	deleted	from
the	watch	butonly	disabled	in	Movescount.To	delete	a	POI:1.	Press	[Start	Stop]	to	enter	the	start	menu.2.	Scroll	to	NAVIGATION	using	[Start	Stop]	and	enter	with	[Next].3.	Scroll	to	POIs	(Points	of	interest)	using	[Light	Lock]	and	selectwith	[Next].79Page	80The	watch	displays	the	number	of	saved	POIs	and	free	spaceavailable	for	new	POIs.4.	Scroll	to
the	POI	you	wish	to	delete	with	[Start	Stop]	or	[LightLock]	and	select	with	[Next].5.	Scroll	to	Delete	with	[Start	Stop].	Select	with	[Next].6.	Press	[Start	Stop]	to	confirm.3.26	RoutesYou	can	create	a	route	in	Movescount,	or	import	a	route	createdwith	another	watch	from	your	computer	to	Movescount.	You	canalso	record	a	route	with	your	Suunto
Ambit3	Peak	and	upload	it	toMovescount	(see	3.10.5	Recording	tracks).To	add	a	route:1.	Go	to	www.movescount.com	and	log	in.2.	Under	PLAN	&	CREATE,	browse	to	ROUTES	to	search	and	addexisting	routes	or	browse	to	ROUTE	PLANNER	to	create	yourown	route.3.	Sync	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	with	Movescount	using	SuuntoMovescount	App
(manually	start	sync,	see	3.20.2	Syncing	withmobile	app)	or	by	using	Moveslink	and	the	supplied	USB	cable.Routes	are	also	deleted	through	Movescount.To	delete	a	route:1.	Go	to	www.movescount.com	and	log	in.2.	Under	PLAN	&	CREATE,	browse	to	ROUTE	PLANNER.3.	Under	MY	ROUTES,	click	on	the	route	you	want	to	delete	andclick
DELETE.80Page	814.	Sync	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	with	Movescount	using	SuuntoMovescount	App	(manually	start	sync,	see	3.20.2	Syncing	withmobile	app)	or	by	using	Moveslink	and	the	supplied	USB	cable.3.26.1	Navigating	a	routeYou	can	navigate	a	route	you	have	downloaded	to	your	SuuntoAmbit3	Peak	from	Movescount	(see	3.26	Routes)	or
recorded	froman	exercise	(see	3.10.5	Recording	tracks).TIP:	You	can	also	navigate	as	a	sport	mode	(see3.10.7	Navigatingduring	exercise).To	navigate	a	route:1.	Press	[Start	Stop]	to	enter	the	start	menu.2.	Scroll	to	NAVIGATION	with	[Start	Stop]	and	enter	with	[Next].3.	Scroll	to	Routes	with	[Start	Stop]	and	enter	with	[Next].The	watch	displays	the
number	of	saved	routes	and	after	that	alist	of	all	your	routes.4.	Scroll	to	the	route	you	want	to	navigate	with	[Start	Stop]	or[Light	Lock].	Select	with	[Next].5.	The	watch	displays	all	the	waypoints	on	the	selected	route.	Scrollto	the	waypoint	you	want	to	use	as	the	starting	point	with	[StartStop]	or	[Light	Lock].	Accept	with	[Next].6.	Press	[Next]	to
select	Navigate.7.	If	you	selected	a	waypoint	in	the	middle	of	the	route,	SuuntoAmbit3	Peak	prompts	you	to	select	the	direction	of	the81Page	82navigation.	Press	[Start	Stop]	to	select	Forwards	or	[Light	Lock]to	select	Backwards.If	you	selected	the	first	waypoint	as	the	starting	point,	SuuntoAmbit3	Peak	navigates	the	route	forward	(from	the	first	to
thelast	waypoint).	If	you	selected	the	last	waypoint	as	the	startingpoint,	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	navigates	the	route	backwards	(fromthe	last	to	the	first	waypoint).8.	If	you	are	using	the	compass	for	the	first	time,	you	need	tocalibrate	it	(see	3.7.1	Calibrating	compass).	After	activating	thecompass,	the	watch	starts	searching	for	a	GPS	signal	and
displaysGPS	found	after	acquiring	the	signal.9.	Start	navigating	to	the	first	waypoint	on	the	route.	The	watchinforms	you	when	you	are	approaching	the	waypoint	andautomatically	starts	navigating	to	the	next	waypoint	on	theroute.10.	Before	the	last	waypoint	on	the	route	the	watch	informs	youthat	you	have	arrived	at	your	destination.82Page



831.20.916:30Tuesday2.NAVIGATION[...............][...............]NAVIGATION[...............]Routes[...............]4.Routes1	routes6.Route01	(3..7.ForwardsNavigateView3.DirectionBackwards5.Route01ENDBEGINWP018.GPSFound83Page	849.10.ApproachingBEGINContinue	toWP01At	destinationENDTo	skip	a	waypoint	on	a	route:1.	While	you	are	navigating	a
route,	keep	[Next]	pressed	to	accessthe	options	menu.84Page	852.	Press	[Next]	to	select	NAVIGATION.3.	Scroll	to	Skip	waypoint	with	[Start	Stop]	and	select	with	[Next].The	watch	skips	the	waypoint	and	starts	navigating	directly	tothe	next	waypoint	on	the	route.1.2.3.NAVIGATIONdst100mBEGIN[...............][...............]NAVIGATION[...............]Skip
wayp...[...............]3.26.2	During	navigationDuring	navigation,	press	[View]	to	scroll	the	following	views:1.	the	full	track	view	showing	the	whole	route2.	zoomed-in	view	of	the	route.	By	default,	the	zoomed-in	view	isscaled	to	a	200	m	(0.125	mi)	scale,	or	larger	if	you	are	far	awayfrom	the	route.	You	can	change	the	map	orientation	in	thewatch	settings
under	GENERAL	»	Map.3.	waypoint	navigation	view85Page	861.2.3.dst200	mWP01Full	track	viewThe	full	track	view	shows	you	the	following	information:(1)	arrow	indicating	your	location	and	pointing	to	the	directionof	your	heading.•	(2)	the	next	waypoint	on	the	route•	(3)	the	first	and	last	waypoint	on	the	route•	(4)	The	closest	POI	is	shown	as	an
icon.•	(5)	scale	on	which	the	full	track	view	is	shown•NOTE:	In	the	full	track	view	the	north	is	always	upwards.86Page	87Waypoint	navigation	viewThe	waypoint	navigation	view	shows	you	the	followinginformation:•	(1)	arrow	pointing	to	the	direction	of	the	next	waypoint•	(2)	your	distance	to	the	next	waypoint•	(3)	the	next	waypoint	you	are	headed
towardsdst200mWP01(1)(2)(3)dst200mWP013.27	Service	menuTo	access	the	service	menu,	keep	[Back	Lap]	and	[Start	Stop]	pressedsimultaneously	until	the	watch	enters	the	service	menu.11s11sHold	toenterserviceThe	service	menu	includes	the	following	items:•	INFO:87Page	88Air	pressure:	shows	the	current	absolute	air	pressure
andtemperature.oBLE:	shows	the	current	Bluetooth	Smart	version.oVersion:	shows	the	current	software	and	hardware	version.TEST:oLCD	test:	allows	you	to	test	that	the	LCD	works	properly.ACTION:oPower	off:	allows	you	to	put	the	watch	into	deep	sleep.oGPS	reset:	allows	you	to	reset	GPS.o••NOTE:	POWER	OFF	is	a	low	power	state.	Connect	the
USB	cable(with	power	source)	to	wake	up	the	watch.	The	initial	setup	wizardstarts.	All	settings	except	time	and	date	are	maintained.	Justconfirm	them	through	the	startup	wizard.NOTE:	The	watch	switches	to	power	saving	mode	when	it	isstatic	for	10	minutes.	The	watch	re-activates	when	moved.NOTE:	Service	menu	content	is	subject	to	change
without	noticeduring	updates.Resetting	GPSIn	case	the	GPS	unit	cannot	find	a	signal,	you	can	reset	GPS	data	inthe	service	menu.To	reset	GPS:88Page	891.	In	the	service	menu,	scroll	to	ACTION	with	[Light	Lock]	and	enterwith	[Next].2.	Press	[Light	Lock]	to	scroll	to	GPS	reset	and	enter	with	[Next].3.	Press	[Start	Stop]	to	confirm	GPS	reset,	or	press
[Light	Lock]	tocancel.NOTE:	Resetting	GPS	resets	GPS	data,	compass	calibration	valuesand	recovery	time.	Saved	logs	are	not	removed.3.28	ShortcutsBy	default,	when	you	keep	[View]	pressed	in	TIME	mode,	youtoggle	the	display	between	light	and	dark.	This	shortcut	can	bechanged	to	a	different	menu	item.To	define	a	shortcut:1.	Keep	[Next]
pressed	to	enter	the	options	menu	or	press	[StartStop]	to	enter	the	start	menu.2.	Browse	to	the	menu	item	to	which	you	want	to	create	ashortcut.3.	Keep	[View]	pressed	to	create	the	shortcut.NOTE:	Shortcuts	cannot	be	created	to	all	possible	menu	items,such	as	individual	logs.In	other	modes,	keeping	[View]	pressed	accesses	predefinedshortcuts.
For	example,	when	the	compass	is	active,	you	can	accessthe	compass	settings	by	keeping	[View]	pressed.89Page	903.29	Sport	modesSport	modes	are	your	way	to	record	exercises	and	other	activitieswith	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak.	For	any	activity,	you	can	select	asport	mode	from	the	set	of	predefined	sport	modes	that	came	withyour	watch.	If	you
cannot	find	a	suitable	sport	mode,	create	yourown	custom	sport	modes	through	Movescount	and	SuuntoMovescount	App.Different	information	is	shown	on	the	displays	during	exercisedepending	on	the	sport	mode.	The	selected	sport	mode	also	affectsexercise	settings,	such	as	heart	rate	limits	and	autolap	distance.In	Movescount	you	can	create
custom	sport	modes,	edit	thepredefined	sport	modes,	delete	sport	modes,	or	simply	hide	them	sothat	they	are	not	shown	in	your	exercise	menu	(see	3.10.3	Startingan	exercise).Custom	sport	modesA	custom	sport	mode	can	contain	1	to	8	different	sport	modedisplays.	You	can	choose	which	data	appears	on	each	display	from	acomprehensive	list.	You
can	customize,	for	example,	sports-specificheart	rate	limits,	what	PODs	to	search	for,	or	the	recording	intervalto	optimize	accuracy	and	battery	duration.Any	sport	mode	with	GPS	activated	can	also	use	the	QUICKNAVIGATION	option.	By	default,	this	option	is	off.	When	you	selectPOI	or	Route,	you	get	a	pop-up	list	of	the	POIs	or	routes	you
havedefined	in	your	watch	at	the	start	of	your	exercise.90Page	91You	can	transfer	up	to	10	different	sport	modes	created	inMovescount	to	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak.3.30	StopwatchThe	stopwatch	is	a	display	that	can	be	turned	on	or	off	from	thestart	menu.To	activate	the	stopwatch:1.	Press	[Start	Stop]	to	enter	the	start	menu.2.	Scroll	to	DISPLAYS
with	[Light	Lock]	and	press	[Next].3.	Scroll	to	Stopwatch	with	[Light	Lock]	and	press	[Next].You	can	now	start	to	use	the	stopwatch	or	press	[Next]	to	go	backto	the	TIME	display.	To	get	back	to	the	stopwatch,	press	[Next]	toscroll	through	the	displays	until	you	see	the	stopwatch.To	use	the	stopwatch:1.	In	the	activated	stopwatch	display,	press	[Start
Stop]	to	startmeasuring	time.2.	Press	[Back	Lap]	to	make	a	lap,	or	press	[Start	Stop]	to	pause	thestopwatch.	To	view	the	lap	times,	press	[Back	Lap]	when	thestopwatch	is	paused.3.	Press	[Start	Stop]	to	continue.4.	To	reset	the	time,	keep	[Start	Stop]	pressed	when	the	stopwatchis	paused.91Page	921.Lap	000’00.000’00.02.Lap	100’10.000’10.04.Lap
2Lap	000’10.0Lap	100’10.03.00’20.02.00’10.02s00’00.000’00.0While	the	stopwatch	is	running,	you	can:press	[View]	to	switch	between	the	time	and	lap	time	shown	onthe	bottom	row	of	the	display.•	switch	to	TIME	mode	with	[Next].•	enter	the	options	menu	by	keeping	[Next]	pressed.If	you	no	longer	want	to	see	the	stopwatch	display,	deactivate
thestopwatch.To	deactivate	the	stopwatch:1.	Press	[Start	Stop]	to	enter	the	start	menu.2.	Scroll	to	DISPLAYS	with	[Light	Lock]	and	press	[Next].3.	Scroll	to	End	stopwatch	with	[Light	Lock]	and	press	[Next].•92Page	933.31	Suunto	AppsSuunto	Apps	allow	you	to	further	customize	your	Suunto	Ambit3Peak.	Visit	Suunto	App	Zone	in	Movescount	to	find
Apps,	such	asvarious	timers	and	counters,	available	for	your	use.	If	you	cannotfind	what	you	need,	create	your	own	App	with	Suunto	AppDesigner.	You	can	create	Apps,	for	example,	for	calculating	yourestimated	marathon	result,	or	the	slope	grade	of	your	skiing	route.To	add	Suunto	Apps	to	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak:1.	Go	to	the	PLAN	&	CREATE
section	in	Movescount	community	andselect	App	Zone	to	browse	existing	Suunto	Apps.	To	create	yourown	App,	go	to	the	PLAN	&	CREATE	section	of	your	profile	andselect	App	Designer.2.	Add	Suunto	App	to	a	sport	mode.	Connect	your	Suunto	Ambit3Peak	to	your	Movescount	account	to	synchronize	Suunto	App	tothe	watch.	The	added	Suunto	App
will	show	the	result	of	itscalculation	while	you	exercise.NOTE:	You	can	add	up	to	five	Suunto	Apps	to	each	sport	mode.3.32	SwimmingYou	can	use	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	for	recording	swimmingexercises	in	a	pool	or	openwater.When	used	together	with	the	Suunto	Smart	Sensor,	you	can	alsorecord	your	heart	rate	while	you	are	swimming.	The
heart	rate	data93Page	94is	automatically	uploaded	to	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	once	you	getout	of	the	water.3.32.1	Pool	swimmingWhen	using	the	pool	swimming	sport	mode,	Suunto	Ambit3	Peakmeasures	your	swimming	speed	based	on	the	pool	length.	Eachpool	length	creates	a	lap	that	is	shown	in	Movescount	as	part	of	thelog.To	record	pool
swimming:1.	Press	[Start	Stop]	to	enter	the	start	menu.2.	Press	[Next]	to	enter	EXERCISE.3.	Scroll	to	Pool	swimming	using	[Light	Lock]	and	select	with[Next].4.	Select	the	pool	length.	You	can	select	the	pool	length	from	thepredefined	values,	or	select	the	custom	option	to	specify	thepool	length.	Scroll	the	values	with	[Start	Stop]	and	[Light	Lock]and
accept	with	[Next].5.	Press	[Start	Stop]	to	start	recording	your	swimming.94Page	951.20.9.16:30Tuesday4.Poolsize25m2.3.[...............][...............]EXERCISE[...............]Pool	swim...[...............]5.dst	0	m00’20/25mint	0’00	/100m3.32.2	Swimming	stylesYou	can	teach	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	to	recognize	yourswimming	style.	After	teaching	the	swimming
styles,	Suunto	Ambit3Peak	detects	them	automatically	when	you	start	swimming.To	teach	swimming	styles:1.	While	you	are	in	the	Pool	swimming	sport	mode,	keep	[Next]pressed	to	enter	the	options	menu.2.	Press	[Next]	to	select	SWIMMING.3.	Press	[Next]	to	select	Teach	swim	style.95Page	964.	Scroll	the	swimming	style	options	with	[Light	Lock]
and	[StartStop].	Select	a	suitable	swimming	style	with	[Next].	You	can	exitthe	setting	and	continue	your	exercise	by	selecting	END.The	available	swimming	style	options	are:•	FLY	(butterfly)•	BACK	(backstroke)•	BREAST	(breaststroke)•	FREE	(freestyle)5.	Swim	the	pool	length	in	the	swimming	style	you	selected.in6.	After	you	have	finished
swimming,	press	[Start	Stop]	to	save	thestyle.	If	you	do	not	want	to	save	the	style,	press	[Light	Lock]	toreturn	to	the	swimming	style	selection.96Page	971.Hold	toenteroptions4.Teachnext	styleFly2.2s3.[...............][...............]SWIMMING[...............]Teach	sw...[...............]5.Swim	50	mbutterfly6.YesSave	style?NoTIP:	You	can	exit	teaching	swimming
styles	any	time	by	keeping[Next]	pressed.To	reset	taught	swimming	styles	back	to	defaults:1.	In	the	Pool	swimming	mode,	keep	[Next]	pressed	to	enter	theoptions	menu.2.	Press	[Next]	to	select	SWIMMING.3.	Scroll	to	Reset	taught	styles	with	[Start	Stop]	and	select	with[Next].97Page	983.32.3	Swimming	drillsYou	can	do	swimming	drills	any	time
during	your	swimmingworkout.	If	you	do	a	drill	with	a	swimming	style	that	the	watchdoes	not	detect	as	swimming	(for	example,	using	only	your	legs),you	can	add	the	pool	length	manually	for	each	drill	to	keep	yourtotal	distance	correct.NOTE:	Do	not	add	the	drill	distance	until	you	have	finished	yourdrill.To	do	a	drill:1.	While	you	are	recording	your
pool	swimming,	keep	[Next]pressed	to	access	the	options	menu.2.	Press	[Next]	to	enter	SWIMMING.3.	Press	[Next]	to	select	Drill	and	start	swimming	your	drill.4.	After	you	have	finished	your	drill,	press	[View]	to	adjust	the	totaldistance,	if	necessary.5.	To	end	the	drill,	go	back	to	SWIMMING	in	the	options	menu	andselect	End	drill.3.32.4	Openwater
swimmingWhen	using	the	openwater	swimming	mode,	Suunto	Ambit3	Peakmeasures	your	swimming	speed	using	GPS	and	shows	you	real-timedata	during	the	swim.To	record	an	outdoor	swimming	log:1.	Press	[Start	Stop]	to	enter	the	start	menu.2.	Press	[Next]	to	enter	EXERCISE.98Page	993.	Scroll	to	Openwater	swim	with	[Light	Lock]	and	select
with[Next].4.	Wait	for	the	watch	to	notify	that	a	GPS	signal	has	been	found.5.	Press	[Start	Stop]	to	start	recording	your	swimming	log.1.20.916:30Tuesday4.LaterGPSSearching...100%2.3.[...............][...............]EXERCISE[...............]Openwater...[...............]5.dst	0.00	km00’20/25mavg	0’00	/100mTIP:	Press	[Back	Lap]	to	add	laps	manually	during	the
swim.3.33	TimeThe	time	display	on	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	shows	the	followinginformation:99Page	100•••top	row:	datemiddle	row:	timebottom	row:	change	with	[View]	to	show	additional	informationsuch	as	weekday,	dual	time,	and	battery	level.20.9.20.9.20.9.16:3016:3016:30Tuesday1217:30To	access	the	time	settings:1.	Keep	[Next]	pressed	to
enter	the	options	menu.2.	Press	[Next]	to	enter	GENERAL.3.	Scroll	to	Time/date	using	[Start	Stop]	and	enter	with	[Next].Under	the	Time/date	menu	you	can	set	the	following:•	Time•	Date•	GPS	timekeeping•	Dual	time•	AlarmTo	change	time	settings:1.	In	the	Time/date	menu,	scroll	to	the	desired	setting	with	[StartStop]	or	[Light	Lock]	and	select	the
setting	with	[Next].2.	Change	the	values	with	[Start	Stop]	and	[Light	Lock]	and	savewith	[Next].100Page	1013.	Go	back	to	the	previous	menu	with	[Back	Lap],	or	keep	[Next]pressed	to	exit.1.2.3.HoursHold	toexitTime/date[...............]Time[...............]2s16	:303.33.1	Alarm	clockYou	can	use	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	as	an	alarm	clock.To	access	the	alarm
clock	and	set	the	alarm:1.	In	the	options	menu,	go	to	GENERAL,	then	to	Time/date	andAlarm.2.	Set	the	alarm	on	or	off	with	[Start	Stop]	or	[Light	Lock].	Acceptwith	[Next].3.	Set	the	hours	and	minutes	with	[Start	Stop]	and	[Light	Lock].Accept	with	[Next].4.	Go	back	to	the	settings	with	[Back	Lap],	or	keep	[Next]	pressedto	exit	the	options
menu.101Page	1021.2-3.Time/date4.Alarm[...............]Alarm	off[...............]OffHold	toexitOO:00When	the	alarm	is	switched	on,	the	alarm	symbol	is	shown	on	mostof	the	displays.When	the	alarm	sounds,	you	can:•	Select	Snooze	by	pressing	[Light	Lock].	The	alarm	stops	andrestarts	every	five	minutes	until	you	stop	it.	You	can	snooze	upto	12	times	for	a
total	of	one	hour.•	Select	Stop	by	pressing	[Start	Stop].	The	alarm	stops	and	restartsthe	same	time	the	following	day,	unless	you	switch	the	alarm	offin	the	settings.Stop24h16:30Snooze20.916:30Tuesday5minNOTE:	When	snoozing,	the	alarm	icon	blinks	in	the	TIME	display.102Page	1033.33.2	Time	syncingYour	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	time	can	be
updated	through	yourmobile	phone,	computer	(Moveslink)	or	GPS	time.	If	you	havepaired	your	watch	with	the	Suunto	Movescount	App,	time	and	timezone	are	automatically	synced	with	your	mobile	phone.When	you	connect	your	watch	to	the	computer	with	the	USB	cable,Moveslink	by	default	updates	your	watch	time	and	date	accordingto	the
computer	clock.	This	feature	can	be	turned	off	in	theMoveslink	settings.GPS	timekeepingGPS	timekeeping	corrects	the	offset	between	your	Suunto	Ambit3Peak	and	the	GPS	time.	GPS	timekeeping	corrects	the	timeautomatically	once	a	day,	or	after	you	have	adjusted	the	timemanually.	Also	the	dual	time	is	corrected.NOTE:	GPS	timekeeping	corrects
the	minutes	and	seconds,	butnot	the	hours.103Page	104NOTE:	GPS	timekeeping	corrects	the	time	accurately,	if	it	is	lessthan	7.5	minutes	wrong.	If	the	time	is	wrong	more	than	that,	GPStimekeeping	corrects	it	to	the	closest	15	minutes.GPS	timekeeping	is	activated	by	default.	To	deactivate	it:1.	In	the	options	menu,	go	to	GENERAL,	then	to	Time/date
and	GPStimekeeping.2.	Set	the	GPS	timekeeping	on	or	off	with	[Start	Stop]	and	[LightLock].	Accept	with	[Next].3.	Go	back	to	the	settings	with	[Back	Lap],	or	keep	[Next]	pressedto	exit.3.34	Track	backWith	Track	back,	you	can	retrace	your	route	at	any	point	during	anexercise.	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	creates	temporary	waypoints	to	guideyou	back	to
your	starting	point.To	track	back	during	exercise:1.	While	you	are	in	a	sport	mode	that	uses	GPS,	keep	[Next]	pressedto	access	the	options	menu.2.	Press	[Next]	to	select	NAVIGATION.3.	Scroll	to	Track	back	with	[Start	Stop]	and	select	with	[Next].You	can	now	start	navigating	your	way	back	the	same	way	asduring	route	navigation.	For	more
information	about	routenavigation,	see	3.26.1	Navigating	a	route	.Track	back	can	also	be	used	from	the	logbook	with	exercises	thatinclude	GPS	data.	Follow	the	same	procedure	as	in104Page	1053.26.1	Navigating	a	route.	Scroll	to	Logbook	instead	of	Routes,	andselect	a	log	to	start	navigating.3.35	Training	programsYou	can	plan	individual	moves	or
use	training	programs	anddownload	them	to	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak.	With	planned	moves,your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	guides	you	to	reach	your	training	targets.Store	up	to	60	planned	moves	in	your	watch.To	use	a	planned	move:1.	Plan	individual	moves	under	MY	MOVES	or	use	(or	create)	atraining	program	under	PLAN	&	CREATE	in
Movescount.com	andadd	the	program	to	your	planned	moves.2.	Resync	with	Movescount.com	to	download	planned	moves	toyour	watch.3.	Follow	daily	guidance	as	well	as	the	guidance	during	yourplanned	moves	to	reach	your	targets.To	start	a	planned	move:1.	Press	[Next]	to	check	your	watch	to	see	if	you	have	a	plannedtarget	for	the	day.2.	If	you
have	multiple	planned	moves	for	the	day,	press	[View]	tosee	each	move	target.105Page	106Today	1/2Today	2/275	min30	kmRunning240	min3.	Press	[Start	Stop]	to	start	a	planned	move	or	press	[Next]	againto	return	to	TIME	mode.During	a	planned	move,	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	providesguidance	based	on	speed	or	heart	rate:79bpm189bpmYour
Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	also	indicates	when	50%	and	100%	ofyour	planned	target	is	complete.When	your	target	is	complete	or	you	have	a	rest	day,	future	targetsare	indicated	by	weekday	if	the	next	planned	move	is	within	a	weekor	by	date	of	it	is	more	than	a	week	away:106Page	107Friday13.1035	min15	kmRunning75	min3.36	Weather	indicatorsIn
addition	to	the	barometer	graph	(see	3.2.4	Using	Barometerprofile),	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	has	two	weather	indicators:	weathertrend	and	storm	alarm.The	weather	trend	indicator	is	displayed	as	a	view	the	time	display,providing	you	a	quick	way	to	check	weather	changes.20.920.916:3016:30TuesdayThe	weather	trend	indicator	is	comprised	of	two	lines
forming	anarrow.	Each	line	represents	a	3-hour	period.	A	change	in	barometricpressure	greater	than	2	hPa	(0.59	inHg)	over	three	hours	triggers	achange	the	direction	of	the	arrow.	For	example:pressure	dropping	heavily	over	the	last	six	hours107Page	108pressure	was	steady,	but	rising	heavily	over	the	lastthree	hourspressure	was	rising	heavily,	but
dropping	heavilyover	the	last	three	hoursStorm	alarmA	significant	drop	in	barometric	pressure	typically	means	a	storm	iscoming	and	you	should	take	cover.	When	the	storm	alarm	is	active,Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	sounds	an	alarm	and	flashes	a	storm	symbolwhen	the	pressure	drops	4	hPa	(0.12	inHg)	or	more	during	a	3-hourperiod.NOTE:	The	storm
alarm	does	not	work	if	you	have	altimeterprofile	activated.	See	3.2.2	Matching	profile	to	activity.To	activate	Storm	alarm:1.	Keep	[Next]	pressed	to	enter	the	options	menu.2.	Scroll	to	ALTI-BARO	with	[Light	Lock]	and	enter	with	[Next].3.	Press	[Next]	to	select	Storm	alarm.4.	Set	the	storm	alarm	On	or	Off	with	with	[Start	Stop]	or	[LightLock]	and
accept	with	[Next].When	a	storm	alarm	sounds,	pressing	any	button	ends	the	alarm.	Ifno	button	is	pressed,	the	alarm	repeats	once	after	five	minutes.	Thestorm	symbol	remains	on	the	display	until	the	weather	conditionsstabilize	(pressure	drop	slows	down).108Page	109A	special	lap	(called	'storm	alarm')	is	generated	when	a	storm	alarmoccurs	while
recording	an	exercise.TIP:	You	can	also	activate	or	deactivate	the	storm	alarm	throughthe	options	menu	in	a	sport	mode.109Page	1104	CARE	AND	SUPPORT4.1	Handling	guidelinesHandle	the	unit	with	care	–	do	not	knock	or	drop	it.Under	normal	circumstances	the	watch	does	not	require	servicing.After	use,	rinse	it	with	fresh	water,	mild	soap,	and
carefully	cleanthe	housing	with	a	moist	soft	cloth	or	chamois.Use	only	original	Suunto	accessories	-	damage	caused	by	nonoriginal	accessories	is	not	covered	by	warranty.TIP:	Remember	to	register	your	Suunto	Ambit3	Peak	atwww.suunto.com/support	to	get	personalized	support.4.2	Water	resistanceSuunto	Ambit3	Peak	is	water	resistant	to	100
meters/330	feet/10bars.	The	meter	value	relates	to	an	actual	diving	depth	and	is	testedin	the	water	pressure	used	in	the	course	of	the	Suunto	waterresistance	test.	This	means	you	can	use	the	watch	for	swimming	andsnorkeling,	but	it	should	not	be	used	for	any	form	of	diving.NOTE:	Water	resistance	is	not	equivalent	to	functionaloperating	depth.	The
water	resistance	marking	refers	to	static	air/water	tightness	withstanding	shower,	bathing,	swimming,	poolsidediving	and	snorkeling.To	maintain	water	resistance,	it	is	recommended	to:110Page	111•••••••never	use	the	device	for	other	than	intended	use.contact	an	authorized	Suunto	service,	distributor	or	retailer	forany	repairs.keep	the	device
clean	from	dirt	and	sand.never	attempt	to	open	the	case	yourself.avoid	subjecting	the	device	to	rapid	air	and	water	temperaturechanges.always	clean	your	device	with	fresh	water	if	subjected	to	saltwater.never	knock	or	drop	the	device.4.3	Charging	the	batteryThe	duration	on	a	single	charge	depends	on	how	Suunto	Ambit3Peak	is	used	and	in	what
conditions.	Low	temperatures,	forexample,	reduce	the	duration	of	a	single	charge.	In	general,	thecapacity	of	rechargeable	batteries	decreases	over	time.NOTE:	In	case	of	abnormal	capacity	decrease	due	to	defectivebattery,	Suunto	warranty	covers	the	battery	replacement	for	oneyear	or	for	at	maximum	300	charging	times,	whichever	comes	first.The
battery	icon	indicates	the	charge	level	of	the	battery.	When	thebattery	charge	level	is	less	than	10	%,	the	battery	icon	blinks	for	30seconds.	When	the	battery	charge	level	is	less	than	2	%,	the	batteryicon	blinks	continuously.111Page	112100%20.976-100%16:3051-75%Tuesday26-50%30sec
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